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Let [x(p)} be a family of chance variables depending on the parameter p.

Suppose that it is known that a certain chance variable x belongs to the

family \xip)}, and suppose that a sample of n values of x: Xt, • • • , x„, has

been obtained. The problem of estimation is to find a function p(xi, • ■ • , x„)

which in some sense is a suitable estimate of the value of p for which xip)=x.

Any function p(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) will be called an estimate. If {pn(xi, • • • , x„)}

are estimates of p for samples of 1, 2, • • • , the sequence of estimates will be

called a statistic! A statistic \pn(xi, • ■ • , xn)} is called consistent if the proba-

bility (based on the value p0 of p) that |^>„(xi, ■ • • , xn)— p0\ <e approaches

1 as m becomes infinite for every positive e and for every value p0 of the pa-

rameter in the range considered. It will frequently be true that lim„^xpn=po

with probability 1 for every p0 in the range.

It is evident that if there is one consistent statistic there are infinitely

many, since if N is any positive integer, the consistency of a statistic is inde-

pendent of its first N estimates. This shows a fact, sometimes not made clear,

that the problem of estimation from a sample of n for n fixed throughout the

discussion has nothing whatsoever to do with the idea of consistency. In the

problem of estimation from a sample of n, what is desired is an estimate

p„(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) which is close to the value p0 of the parameter which deter-

mines the probabilities, and this closeness should depend as little as possible

on po. In this paper ideas connected with the estimates given by the method

of maximum likelihood, developed by R. A. Fisher, will be examined in detail.

If f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) is non-negative and integrable over r-dimensional space,

I   ' • •    I fixi, ■ • ■ , x-)dxi • • ■ dxr

can be considered as the probability that a sample (xi, • • • , xr) of a chance

variable (whose range is the set of points of r-dimensional space) is in the

set E, and /(xi, • • • , xT) will be called a probability density in r dimensions.

The value of the above integral will be called the probability of E. We can

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1934; received by the editors April 4, 1935.

Research under a grant-in-aid from the Carnegie Corporation.

t This differentiation between the terms estimate and statistic is not customary, but allows the

usual language to be preserved while making the discussion more precise.
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suppose that /is defined at every point of r-dimensional space, defining/as 0

where it was undefined originally.* Let/(xi, • • • , xr; p) be such a probability

density in r dimensions, depending on the parameter p. The set of these densi-

ties for all values of p in the range considered will be called a family of proba-

bility densities. If /(xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xT;p) has the property that there is a domain D

in the r-dimensional space of (xi, • • • , xr) with the property that, for each

value of p,f>0 on D except possibly for a set of points of Lebesgue measure

0 and /=0 on the complement of D except possibly for a set of points of

Lebesgue measure 0, the family will be said to have the property 77. Let r=1.

If Pn(xx, • • • , xB) is defined as a value of p which maximizes \\2^J(xf, p) if

such a value exists, pn is called the »th maximum likelihood estimate of p.

The statistic {pn} is called the maximum likelihood statistic. If r>l, the

definition is the same except that x} becomes a complex of r numbers.

It has been shown that maximum likelihood statistics {pn} are consistent

in a very wide class of cases and that in a somewhat less wide class the dis-

tribution of nl,2ipn—p) as n becomes infinite approaches the normal dis-

tribution with mean 0 and variance a2, where

— = —   I   • • •   I /-dxi ■ • • dxT
o-2 J J dp2

(1)

In the case of a family of discrete-valued chance variables : when there is

an integer N such that x(p) takes on the values 1, • • • , N with probabilities

/(l; p), ■ ■ ■ ,f(N; p), and takes on no other values, the maximum likelihood

estimates are obtained, as above, by maximizingHy/fe; p), where the x's

are now positive integers less than N+l. The distribution of nll2ipn—p} as n

becomes infinite approaches the normal distribution with mean 0 and vari-

ance cr2 where 1/cr2 is the negative of the expectation of d2 log f/dp2 or the

expectation of [d log f/dp]2.

* Quotients with/ in the denominator will frequently appear in the formulas. These quotients

are defined as 0 when/=0. Integration will always be over all space when the limits of integration

are not stated explicitly.

t J. L. Doob, these Transactions, vol. 36 (1934), pp. 766-775. A proof given by H. Hotelling,

ibid., vol. 32 (1930), pp. 847-859, holds for discrete-valued chance variables. The study of maximum

likelhood statistics was started by R. A. Fisher in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London, (A), vol. 222 (1921), pp. 309-368, and continued in the Proceedings of the Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society, vol. 22 (1925), pp. 700-725, and in the Proceedings of the Royal

Society, (A), vol. 144 (1934), pp. 285-307. The work of Fisher's second paper (which will be referred

to as Fisher II) is dealt with systematically in this paper, and most of the results in this paper were

stated in a general way by Fisher.
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These and other facts suggested to R. A. Fisher that in each case the

quantity I/o-2 be called the amount of information in the original family of

chance variables, or the amount of information in a sample of 1, pertinent to

estimating p. Since in the continuous case the information is obtained from

values of Xi, • • • , xr and in the discrete case from values of x (which can only

take on one of N values), the amount of information l/<r2 in the two cases

will be denoted by 7(xi, • • • , xr), 7(x), respectively. R. A. Fisher showed*

using the first integral in (1) that 7(xi, • • • , xr; yi, • • • , yr): the amount of

information in a sample of 2, i.e., the amount of information in a sample of 1

from the distribution with density

/(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr; p)-fixr+i, ■ ■ ■ , x2r; p)

in 2r dimensions, is 27(xi, • • • , xr), and more generally that the amount of

information in a sample of s is sl(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr). The corresponding theorem

holds for the discrete case. The quantity 7(xi, • ■ • , xr) is a function of p,

but this function can be made a constant by a suitable transformation to a

new parameter.

Theorem 1. Let {/(xi, • • • , xr; p)} be a family of probability densities with

the property D. We suppose that fv = dfixi, ■ ■ ■ , xr; p)/dp exists, that

<2) 7(xi, • • • , xr) =   I   ■ • •   I — dxi ■ • ■ dxT

is finite, and that, if E is any Lebesgue measurable point set in the space of

(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr),

(3) — I   • • •   I f dxi ■ ■ ■ dxr =   I   • • •   I fpdxi ■ ■ ■ dxr.
dp J        E      J J        E     J

Let {a,ixi, ■ ■ • , xr)}, j = 1, ■ • • , s, be Lebesgue measurable functions, and sup-

pose that the s-variate distribution of ai, ■ ■ ■ , a, is determined by a probability

density </>(«!, ••-,«,; p). Then the family {<¡>\ has the property D. Suppose

that 4>iai, • • ■ ,a,;p) satisfies the same regularity conditions in (xi, ■ ■ ■ ,a,;p)

thatf(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr; p) does in (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr; p). Then\

c      c **7(ai, •■-,«,)=   I    • • •    I  -dai • • • da„

U V/   ffpdxt- ■ ■ dxr]
(4) »2

L.U.B.£
,_i        / -F\-ffdxi ■ ■ ■ dxT

* Fisher II, pp. 709-710.
f The notation L.U.B. will be used for "least upper bound."
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where Ei, • ■ • , EN are any Lebesgue measurable point sets which are mutually

exclusive, such that the denominators in the sum are positive, and which have

the property that there are Bor el measurable sets Ef, ■ ■ ■ , EN' in the s-dimen-

sional space of ah • • • , a, such that E¡ is the set of points (xi, • • • , xr) corre-

sponding to the set Ef.

To simplify the notation we prove the theorem for r=s = l. The proof

that the family {</>} has the property D is simple and will be omitted. Divide

the a-axis into mutually exclusive Borel-measurable sets Ei, • ■ ■ , EN' hav-

ing positive probability, which cover the a-axis, except possibly for a set of

probability 0,* and which have the property that either c6p^0, or (pp^0, on

each set. Since the family {$} has the property D, if (p(a; p) =0 on a set £r

of values of a of positive Lebesgue measure, 4>P(a; p) =0 almost everywhere

on £'. Then we can apply the inequality of Schwarz to obtain

[fEj'4>p(a; p)da]

i-i      ¡Ei'<t>(a; p)d
(5) 2i ur :   ;   = z   — *« = /w.^L < v f ÎL

a j=i Je/ 4>

The first sum can be considered as I(z), where z is the chance variable taking

on the value/ on Ef, i.e., z takes on the value/ with probability fE.> (\>(a; p)da,

j = 1, • • • , N. If m¡; is the greatest lower bound of | <pv \ /(p on Ef,

N r
(6) 2>/ «/»(«i P)da ^ 7(z) g 7(a).

N /.

22™? I   0(«;
i-i       Je/

The least upper bound of the sum on the left for all possible subdivisions of

the a-axis is precisely 7(a),f and is the same as the least upper bound of the

sum leaving out the restriction that <pp has only one sign on each set Éj ..

The least upper bound of 7(z), the first sum in (5), must also be 7(a). Let E,-

be the set of points x corresponding to the a-set Ef. Since

(7) Jç6(a; p)da =   I    /(x; p)dx, I     ç6p(oî; p)da =   |    fPix;p)dx,
e/ Je,- Je/ J e¡

the first sum in (5) becomes the sum in (4).

This theorem suggests a more generally applicable definition of amount

of information. From now on, if the family/(xi, • • • ,x,;p) satisfies the con-

ditions of Theorem 1, the amount of information in a set of measurable func-

* The parameter p is considered fixed throughout this discussion.

t If 0(a; p) = l for 0<a<l and 0 otherwise, this can be inferred from the definition of the

Lebesgue integral, and is in fact a definition of integration suggested by Young; cf. E. W. Hobson,

The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, 2d edition, vol. 2, pp. 369-373. The general case can be

treated in a similar way or reduced to this one by a transformation of the a-axis.
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tions ai(xi, ■ • • , xr), ■ ■ ■ , as(xh • • • , xr) will be defined by the last expres-

sion in (4). More general definitions can be made, but this generality will

suffice for the purposes of this paper.

The following lemma will be needed below.

Lemma 1. Let {x(p)\, {xi(p)\, {x2(/>)}, • • • be families of chance vari-

ables whose ranges are the points of the x-axis. Let Pip, E), Pi(p, E),

P2ip, E), ■ ■ ■ be the probabilities that these variables have their values in the set

E. We suppose that Ip, IPm, ■ ■ ■ , the amounts of information in the families,

defined in accordance with the definition just given, are finite-valued, and that

there is a value p0 of p such that

(8) lira Pn(p0, E) = P(po, E),

d d
(9) lim — Pn(po, E) = — P(po, E),

»-»•o dp dp

for all Borel measurable sets E. Then

(10) lim inf /£' ^ 7P0.
»—»CO

If Et, • • • , EN is any division of the x-axis into Borel measurable sets

such that P(j>, E)>0,j = l, ■ ■ ■ , N,

l—P.iPo.Ej)]

3-1 PnipO, Ef)

This implies that

i-f Pipo, E)\
(12) lim inf 7^ E    U*

i-i P(po, E)

But the sum can be made arbitrarily close to 7Po by choosing E\, • • • , EN

properly, thus proving (10).

In the proof of this lemma, (8) and (9) are only needed for sets E of the

type needed in (12) to have the sum near 7Po. Therefore if the distribution of

x(p) has a continuous density function, f(x; p), such thatfv(x; p) is continuous

and that (2) holds (where r = 1), the sum in (12) has least upper bound

I
f2

-dx,
f

and it is sufficient to know that (8) and (9) are true for intervals.
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Theorem 2. Let {/(xi, • • • ,xr;p)] be a family of probability densities satis-

fying the conditions of Theorem I, and let ai(xi, • • • , xr), • • • , a„(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xT)

be Lebesgue measurable functions. Then

(13) 7(ai, • • • , ai) ^ 7(xi, • • • , xr)

and there is equality for a value p0 of p if and only if a function 4>(ax, • • ■ , ai)

exists such that, with probability 1*

.... fP(xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xr;pi)
(14) —- = (¡>(ai, ••-,«.).

f(xx, ■ • ■ , xr; pi)

There are infinitely many functions a(xi, • • • , xr) such that 1'(a) = 1'(xx, • • • ,xT)

for all values of p.

The inequality (13) can be obtained by applying Schwarz's inequality to

(4). In order to discuss the case of equality, a new expression will be given

for 7(ai, ■ • • , a,). We assume, to simplify the notation, that r = s = 1. Let E'

be a Borel measurable set of values of a new variable a, and let E' he the set

of values of x for which a(x) is in E'. Then, a fixed value of p being assumed

throughout the discussion,

(15) Q(E') =  f fp(x; p)dx
Je

defines a set function Q(E') on the a-axis. This set function is completely

additive. Let the measure of E' be defined as the probability that a(x) is

in E', i.e., the probability of E. Then if the measure of E' vanishes, £ has

probability 0. The probability of E is

/•J E
f(x; p)dx

' E

so that/(x; p) must vanish almost everywhere on E. Since this is true for a

single value of p it must be true for all values of p in the range considered,

because the family/(x; p) has the property 7).f Then it is readily seen that

fP = 0 almost everywhere on E. Thus Q(E')=0. Since the vanishing of the

measure of E' implies the vanishing of Q(E'), Q(E') has a density of distribu-

tion (p(a) on the a-axis.Î Writing the integrals in terms of x,

(16) Q(E') =   j   fp(x; p)dx =   f <p[a(x)]f(x; p)dx.
Je Je

* As elsewhere in this paper, the expression "with probability 1" means, in terms of the measure

(probability) defined on the space in question, "on a set of measure 1."

f The exceptional set of measure 0 may vary with p.

X O. Nikodym, Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 15 (1930), p. 179.
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The expression for 7(a) can be rewritten:

"     \fEi<t>[a(x)}f(x;p)dxf
(17) /(«) =L.U.B.E "

,=i /*/(*; P)dx

and therefore by an argument used above,

(18) 7(a) = f <t>[a(x)ff(x; p)dx.

If the set Ej is chosen so that <j> [a(x) ] does not change sign on it, and if m,- is

the greatest lower bound of |0[a(x)]| on Ej,

(19)

N r 2 N      c
7(a) ^ 22  I     <t>[a(x)] f(x; p)dx â E ™3  I   I 4>[<*ix)] \ fix; p)dx

i-lJ Ej j-1 J E¡

= E mA I    fv(x; P)dx
i-i       \Je¡

Using the fact that

N p

lia) =L.U.B.]T m,-       |¿[a(x)]|/(x;/0dx
i-i Jjlj

= L.U.B.2«f|  f   fPix;p)dx\,
i-i        \Jej I

<20)

we shall show that

<21) 7(a) = f d>[aix)]fPix;p)dx.

We can suppose the subscripts so chosen that r/>[a(x)]^0 on Ei, ■ ■ • , E„

■<p ^ 0 on Ev+i, • ■ ■ , Ex. Then (20) becomes

(22) 7(a) = L.U.B.i ¿ m,- f   /,(*; p)dx - E «y f  /»(*, *)<**}'
V   3=1 «7.E,. ,=>■-(-1 *'£,■ /

and we know that to find the least upper bound of the sum we must make a

finer and finer subdivision of the a-axis. By reasoning used before, (22) be-

comes <j>fp integrated over the set where <j>^0 less — <pfv integrated over the

set where<p^0, which proves (21). By Schwarz's inequality,

(23) 1(a)* ^ | J*2/dx| • | j (/„2//)dxj  = 7(a) ■/(*).

This inequality shows that 1(a) ^I(x) and that there can be equality only
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when (pf112, fP/fm are linearly dependent, i.e., when (14) is true, the ratio of

the constants of dependence being determined by (16).

Conversely if there is a function (px(a) such that, for some value of p,

fP/f = (px(a) with probability 1, (16) becomes

(16') f <t>i[a(x)]f(x; p)dx =   f <p[a(x)]f(x; p)dx,
Je Je

and since this equation determines <p, 4> and (pi are identical except possibly

for a set of values of a of probability 0. Equation (18) now shows that

7(a) =7(x).

The condition (14) is satisfied if the correspondence between the x and a

spaces is one-to-one, excluding sets of 0 probability if necessary. To prove

the last part of the theorem it is thus sufficient to show that there are measur-

able functions a(xi, • • • , xT) which determine a one-to-one correspondence

between the values of a and the points (xi, • • • , xr), excluding a set of values

of a of probability 0 and a set of points (xi, • • ■ , xr) of probability 0. If these

exceptional point sets are of probability 0 for one value of p they will be for

all values of p, since the family f(xx, ■ • ■ , xT; p) has the property 77. Such

functions have been discussed in detail.*

If equation (14) can be integrated, it becomes an equation of the form

(24) f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xr; p) = u(ax, ■ ■ ■ , a,; p)-v(xx, •••,«,).

An estimate a(xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xr) which satisfies an equation of this type (for s = l)

is called a sufficient estimate.! It has been shown by B. 0. Koopman that if

f(xx, • • ■ , xr) is of the form nr_ig(x,-; p), and if there is a sufficient estimate

satisfying certain regularity conditions, g(x ; p) must be of the form

(25) cA(i)B(p)+C(i)+fl(p)-J

Theorem 3. Let {fix; p)} be a family of probability densities, and suppose

that for each value of the integer r, TY=if(xi> P) ~f(xi, ' • * j *>•; p) satisfies the

regularity conditions of Theorem I. Let {pn} be the maximum likelihood statis-

tic, and suppose that fix; p) satisfies regularity conditions insuring that

(26) inIix)y'2iPn -p)= \       ± f-p^- + Rn,
inlix))1'2 i=i   /(*,; p)

where for each value of p, lim„,ooA!B = 0 with probability l.§ Then

* Cf. for instance B. Jessen, Acta Mathematica, vol. 63 (1934), pp. 260-263.

t R. A. Fisher II, pp. 712-714.
X These Transactions, vol. 39 (1936), pp. 399-409. Koopman treats the general case where there

is more than one parameter.

§ Such conditions were determined by J. L. Doob, these Transactions, vol. 36 (1934), pp. 770-

771; cf. equation (47) on p. 773.
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(27) Hpn) ^ nlix), lim -^- = 7(x).
n—»«     n

The amount of information from a sample of n is »7(x), so that, using

Theorem 2,1(pn) s¡«7(x). Lemma 1 will be used to prove the second part of

the theorem. Let qn = (nl(x))ll2pn, where p will be supposed fixed throughout

this discussion. Equation (26) is used* to show that the distribution of

qn—pinlix))112 for large n is nearly normal, with mean 0 and variance 1:

i.e., that if Pniq, E) is the probability that qn is in the interval E, pi< qn< p2,

where q =p(nl(x))m,

(28) lim Pniq,E) = —— rV<*-«>2"dx.
n->» (2ir)l'2Jßl

This corresponds to equation (8). In order to obtain the equation correspond-

ing to (9), we evaluate Pniq, E). Let En be the set of points](xi, • • • , xn) at

which jtti< qn< u2. Then

(29)

(30)

where

d

dq

Pniq,E) =    f f flfixi;p)dxi,
J En    J       3=1

Pniq, E)=   f ■■■   f An ff f(xr, P)dxj,
J En    J j=l

1 "   /p(x,; *)
(31) An =-}2 ■

(nl(x)yi2 U   f(Xj; p)

The set En is determined by pi< q+An+Rn< u2 and the difference between

the integral (30) over En and over £„' : the set determined by

(32) mi < q + An < M2

is the integral (30) over En—En-En' less the integral over En' —En-En'. Now

by definition of 7(xi, • • • , x„), and by Fisher's result stated on page 412,

I(xi, • • • , x„) = w7(x) =1    • ■ •   I nI(x)An2Ylf(xj; p)dxj.

Therefore

f f Anflf(Xi; p)dx^  ̂  j J j A2Í\f(xr, p)dx,}

* Ibid., pp. 773-774.
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(33) U -.. J* Ííf(xf,p)dxX

=    f f Ílf(xf,P)dxi.
J e      J      i—X

Then if the last integral on the right, the probability of e, is small, the in-

tegral on the left is also. To show that as n becomes infinite, £„' can be sub-

stituted for En in (30), it is therefore only necessary to show that the proba-

bilities of En —En-Ei, En' — En■Ei approach 0 with l/n. The set En — E„-Ei

is the set of points satisfying

(34a) q + An^Pi<q + An + Rn<P2

or

(34b) Pi < q + An + Rn < p2 è q + An,

and En' — En ■ E„' is the sum of two sets defined analogously. The proofs that

the probabilities of each of these four sets approach 0 with l/n are similar,

and only that for the set determined by (34a) will be given. This set is in-

cluded in the set e„ determined by

(35) q + An = pi < q + An + Rn.

These inequalities can be rewritten

(36) 0 ^ pi - q - An < Rn.

Let e be a positive number. The part of en where px—q—An>e has proba-

bility approaching 0 since lim„^oo/?„=0 with probability 1. The part of en

where pi — q— An^e is included in the set where

(37) 0 . mi - f - An á «.

Since {/p(x; p)/f(x; p) }2 is integrable, the probability of the set determined

by (37) approaches

I /»ci-«

^ J „!-(,-.
e~x l2dx ^

(2Tyi2J„-q-t '  (2t) 1/2

as n becomes infinite, by the Laplace-Liapounoff theorem.* We have thus

shown, since e is arbitrary, that the probability of en approaches 0 with l/n,

and thus that as n becomes infinite, Ei can be substituted for En in (30).

* A proof of this theorem, with the required amount of generality, is given by A. Khintchine,

Ergebnisse der Mathematik, vol. 2, No. 4: Asymptotische Gesetze der Wahrscheinlichkeilsrechnung,

pp. 1-8.
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Let Xi, • • • , Xjv be a set of real numbers, where

Pi — q = Xi < • • • < Xjv = p2 — q,

and let enU) be the set of points where

\f£An<\n.t ij = 1,- ■ ■ ,N -2),

defining eniN~l) similarly except that equality is allowed on the right. Then

if p(enU)) is the probability of e„()),

(38) f • • •   fAnflf(xi;P)dxj^ ¿Xrf(*°).
J       E„>    J ;=1 ,_1

But, using the Laplace-Liapounoff theorem again,

m 1       rxi+í
(39) lim pien ) =- e~x^2dx.

-.. (2x)l'2Jx,

Then

d ít1 1       fV+i    ,
(40) lim inf - Pniq, E)^22 X,- ——- <r*2'2dx.

»-»»    dq ,_i       (2iryl2J\j

Since the division of the axis determined by Xi, • • • , X^ can be made arbi-

trarily fine,

d 1 /•MS-d

(41) lim inf — Pn(q, E) ^- I xe~xl2dx.
n—«    dq (2w)112 J ßl-q

A slight modification of the discussion shows that

(42) lim sup- Pn(q, E) ^ —— f"   V*2/2dx.
»-.»    dç (2ir)u'!./,,,_,

Hence

d 1       /*"2~3       , d        1       /•"•
(43) lim — Pn(?, £) =- xe~* '2dx =-e<*-*>2/2dx.
V n^dq (2TY'2J^q dq   (27r)1'2JJil

Lemma 1 can now be applied. If a family of densities is determined by

g(x, q) =-e-(x-?)2/2
*       '*' (27T)1'2

the amount of information obtainable from a sample of 1 is readily seen to be

1. Therefore by Lemma 1,
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(44) lim inf 7(?n) ^ 1.
»—♦«

The quantity I(qn) refers to the distribution of qn = (nl(x)yi2p„ when

pinlix))112 is the parameter. Therefore Iiqn) =7(/>„)/(«7(x)), so that (44) be-

comes lim inf„<007(/>„)/w^7(x). This, taken in conjunction with the fact that

I(pn)^nl(x), shows the truth of (27).

Columbia University,

New York, N. Y.


